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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following generates MD5 hashes to check the MD5 value for each file processed
and compares it with other MD5 strings?
A. md5sum command
B. Chaos MD5
C. MD5 Checksum Verifier
D. Mat-MD5
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) differs from e-Commerce in that ___________________.
A. EDI involves only computer to computer transactions
B. None of the items listed accurately reflect the differences between EDI and e-Commerce
C. E-Commerce involves only computer to computer transactions
D. EDI allows companies to take credit cards directly to consumers via the web
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
HOTSPOT
Sie haben ein Azure-Abonnement mit dem Namen Abonnement1, das die in der folgenden
Tabelle aufgeführten Ressourcen enthält.
Der Status von VM1 lautet "Wird ausgeführt".
Sie weisen eine Azure-Richtlinie zu, wie in der Ausstellung gezeigt. (Klicken Sie auf die
Registerkarte Ausstellung.)

Sie weisen die Richtlinie zu, indem Sie die folgenden Parameter verwenden:
Wählen Sie für jede der folgenden Anweisungen Ja aus, wenn die Anweisung wahr ist.
Andernfalls wählen Sie Nein. HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
An agent In Avaya Aura Contact Center steps away from the phone set without logging out or
going into Not Ready- Upon return. It is discovered that the telephone has been logged out.
What is the most likely explanation?
A. The "Longest Idle since Login" expired, logging out the telephone.
B. The Call Presentation Class "Return To Queue" was enabled for this telephone, a call was
presented and returned to the queue while the agent was away and the Logout option was
assigned for After
"Return to Queue, Make Phone set".
C. The Call Presentation Class "After Call Break for N seconds" was enabled for this telephone,
and the telephone was forced logged out.
D. The "Longest Idle since Last ACD/CDN" calls expired, logging out the telephone.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
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